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A spinster with a secret...After being seduced and ruined by her worst enemy, Juliette Andrews has

vowed to marry no manâ€”especially not Dr. Paul Fraser, her childhood sweetheart. Content to bury

herself in accounts and numbers, she refuses to let the devastatingly handsome Highlander back

into her life.A rebel with a cause...Paul Fraser's heart burns with the need for vengeance against the

earl who executed his father and drove the Scots from their homes. But when he learns that his

enemy hurt the woman he loves, Paul has sworn to destroy him.Can Juliette overcome the

darkness of her past in the arms of the man she once loved? Or will her secrets tear them apart?
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If you were looking for a lighthearted romance novel, this book isn't it. There are a few tender

moments, but overall, it's about the heroine's struggle to overcome a severe psychological trauma

and hero's warring desire for vengeance and acceptance, particularly by the heroine's parents, who

do not consider him a suitable match for their daughter.When the story opens, the hero and heroine

share a friendship tinged with adolescent attraction that is later supposed to turn into love. Despite

the number of flashbacks, it's not shown how the feelings grew through the years of separation. Five



years is a really long time to be apart, and given the trials both characters had gone through, it's

likely that they don't even know each other all that well.To be fair, the book does a good job showing

that, in fact, they don't. Granted, after they marry, toward the last third of the book, they start

building a relationship, but beyond their combined efforts to bring about the downfall of the villain,

the development is hidden from the reader because the timeline jumps seven months into the

future.I've taken issue with more than a few plot twists, on which I cannot elaborate without spoilers,

so if you'd rather not read them, skip the rest of this review, but keep in mind that the book includes

triggers.The hero is a crofter's son, whose father is hanged for the crime, of which neither he nor the

father is guilty. After the tragedy, his mother sends him to his father's family in Edinburgh, where he

learns that his father was the youngest, disowned son of an old viscount, and that he's the heir

presumptive - not heir apparent as he's called in the book - to the current viscount, his uncle.
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